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Preface

A series of white papers are being prepared at the request of the Planning Research Company as input to the Societal Assessment of the Satellite Power System (SPS) Concept Development and Evaluation Program sponsored by the United States Department of Energy, Office of Energy Research, SPS Project Office. The objective of the Societal Assessment is to identify and characterize those social, legal, and political ramifications of the SPS technology that might significantly influence its development and to determine strategies that might make the SPS more socially acceptable.

This white paper assesses the impacts of large new energy sources from Satellite Power Systems on the distribution of industry and population in the U.S. and other countries receiving SPS outputs. It was prepared by members of the Economics and Social Sciences Section (ESS) of the Energy and Environmental Systems (EES) Division at Argonne National Laboratory. The effort was led by Dr. Thomas E. Baldwin (EES), with major contributions made by Dr. Danilo J. Santini (EES) and Dr. Lawrence G. Hill (consultant to EES).

Erik J. Stenehjem, Section Leader
Economics and Social Sciences
Energy & Environmental Systems Division
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ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC ISSUES RELATED TO DEPLOYMENT OF THE SATELLITE POWER SYSTEM: A WHITE PAPER

by

Thomas E. Baldwin, Lawrence G. Hill, Danilo J. Santini, and Erik J. Stenehjem

ABSTRACT

Growth in energy consumption has stimulated interest in the exploitation of renewable sources of electric energy. One technology that has been proposed is the Satellite Power System (SPS).

Before committing the U.S. to such a large program, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) are jointly participating in an SPS Concept Development and Evaluation Program.

This white paper on industrial and population relocation is part of the preliminary evaluation of related socioeconomic issues. The white paper documents the results of four preliminary assessment activities which are as follows:

1. Review existing literature dealing with industrial location, attendant population migration, and the role of electricity availability and pricing as factors influencing economic movements.
2. Identify economic and demographic issues relating to the deployment of SPS.
3. Consideration of the potential significance of these sociodemographic impacts in terms of expected public acceptance by appropriate interest groups.
4. Recommend additional study needs and the most advantageous approaches to these studies.

The conclusion of this preliminary assessment is that FY 1979 study should be concentrated in four assessment areas: (1) rectenna siting strategies, (2) the expected effects of marginal and average cost pricing on industrial and population relocation, (3) the future impact of rectennae siting, and (4) the responsiveness of industry to locate facilities according to the availability and cost of electricity. Long-term research should address the question of whether SPS will contribute to the centralization or decentralization of economic activity and society.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Consumption of the Earth's fossil and nuclear energy reserves has grown rapidly in the latter half of the 20th century. This growth in consumption, coupled with rapidly increasing prices for these finite resources, has stimulated widespread interest in the exploitation of renewable sources of electric energy. One technology that has been proposed for development is the Satellite Power System (SPS). According to this concept, large satellites in geosynchronous orbit would collect solar energy and convert it to electric energy in space. When beamed to Earth in the form of microwaves, this energy would be collected at receiving antennae (rectennae) and rectified to DC power for distribution through the grid.

Before committing the U.S. to such a large program, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) are jointly participating in an SPS Concept Development and Evaluation Program. This white paper focuses on the economic and demographic issues of industrial and population relocation around rectenna sites. The white paper is part of the larger preliminary evaluation of socioeconomic issues that is being carried out in FY 1978 to determine research directions for FY 1979 and beyond. To this end, the white paper documents the results of four preliminary assessment activities which are as follows:

1. Review existing literature dealing with industrial location, attendant population migration, and the role of electricity availability and pricing as factors influencing economic movements.

2. Identify economic and demographic issues relating to the deployment of SPS.

3. Consider the potential significance of these economic and demographic impacts in terms of expected public acceptance by appropriate interest groups.

4. Recommend additional study needs and the most advantageous approaches to these studies.

Section 1 provides an overview of the SPS concept and introduces the concerns of this white paper. Sections 2 and 3 review the rather extensive literatures dealing with industrial location and the relationship between industrial moves and population migration. Except for some broad generalizations, there is no information about industrial relocation or population migration.
consequences in the SPS literature. Therefore, these sections review knowledge about industrial location and population migration that has accumulated independent of the SPS issue. Section 2 traces the development of industrial location theory and places in perspective the primary and secondary factors that have been shown by empirical research to influence the distribution of industrial activity. Section 2 concludes with a review and assessment of approaches to locational analysis that can be applied to the study of industrial location as it may be affected by SPS. Export-base theory is evidenced to provide a strong foundation for estimating the types and levels of basic economic activity (e.g., manufacturing) that may be attracted toward the SPS electric rectifying sites. It is concluded that, from these estimates of basic industrial attraction, one can develop forecasts of the employment and population changes attendant to relocations of manufacturing using additional methods. However, in order to apply these additional methods, the causal relationship between economic change and population migration must be understood. Section 3 reviews the literature that has examined this relationship and assesses the two schools of theory that have emerged. Export-base theorists have held that population follows movements of economic activity and employment; whereas another school of theorists have held that change in economic activity and employment follows population movements. The most important differences between these theories are examined in Sec. 3 and the findings of supporting studies are assessed. Based on this assessment, it is concluded that export-base provides the more valid theory upon which to build a methodology for estimating changes in regional employment and population resulting from the development of electric generating capacity. Section 3 also describes a computerized export-base methodology that has been developed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for this purpose.

Section 4 focuses on the economic and demographic problems and implications particular to SPS rectenna siting that need further study using the approach set forth in Sec. 3. After a brief description of the SPS concept, and a short statement of justification for concentration on the rectenna element of the system, Sec. 4 examines the pre-deployment implications for population displacement and the post-deployment impacts of industrial and population relocation. This section also deals, albeit briefly, with the issues of public acceptance and international moves as they relate to rectenna siting in the U.S. The major conclusions of Sec. 4 are that rectennae siting and the pricing
of electric outputs will be the prime determinants of the impact that SPS may have on the future distribution of economic activity and society. First, any SPS-effected relocation of industry and population will depend upon where the large microwave receiving and electric distribution facilities that are required for the envisioned 5-GW satellites are sited. Using the existing U.S. standard for microwave radiation exposure (10 mW/cm²), each elliptical rectenna would cover approximately 132 km². Full deployment of a 60-satellite (300-GW capacity) system, with a separate rectenna for each satellite, would therefore require approximately 7900 km², or about 0.09% of the total U.S. land area devoted to rectenna sites. Two preliminary siting studies indicate that the rectennae would need to be located in rural areas and one of these studies indicates that rectennae may need to be clustered in undeveloped regions to optimize the avoidance of densely populated areas, with the availability of relatively cheap land and proximity to load centers or utility tie points. Second, the cost of transmitting the generated electricity is a critical consideration. By the time SPS becomes operational, it may not be economically feasible to transmit the power over long distances from rural rectennae sites through the grid to existing manufacturing centers. If this is the case, the total cost of rectenna siting will include redistributing a portion of the load and the conversion of existing land-uses, as well as construction of the rectenna consisting of land acquisition, preparation of the site, transport of materials, and assembly of the elements. On the other hand, it may be feasible to transmit electricity over long distances, but this will probably require substantial renovation of the existing distribution system in addition to annual operating costs and design, development, test, and evaluation (DDT&E) costs of SPS. There are several pricing strategies that can be applied to cover the costs of developing SPS electricity. They include: average cost pricing, capacity-only pricing, peak and off-peak pricing, energy-only pricing, and marginal cost pricing. Average and marginal cost pricing are particularly important in considering industrial location incentives that may develop.

Based on the review of literature in Secs. 2 and 3, and the identification in Sec. 4 of rectennae siting and electricity pricing as the prime determinants of effects SPS may have on industrial and population relocation, Sec. 5 specifies short-term assessments that should be undertaken in FY 1979, as well as some long-term research needs for FY 1980 and beyond. The short-term assessments are needed to first build an arsenal of tools and understanding
that can serve as a foundation for the more refined assessments that will be required as evaluation of the SPS concept proceeds. Long-term research should be aimed at developing accurate predictions of whether SPS will contribute to the centralization or decentralization of society. However, before investigators can seriously tackle this larger question, the more fundamental issues must be examined. These would include the consideration of maximizing economic and demographic benefit from rectenna siting; the relationships between electricity prices, industrial moves, and population migration; potential socio-economic impact from these moves; and the future locational responsiveness of industry based on the availability and cost of electricity. These issues are interrelated and the study of each should build from assessments of the most fundamental issues. For these reasons, the short-term research needs have been characterized and prioritized as follows:

- Rectenna siting assessment (two possible approaches)
  - Search for sites (i.e., counties) that maximize the economic/demographic benefits of SPS.
  - Evaluate the economic/demographic viability of sites identified by others.

- Assess the expected effects of marginal and average cost pricing on industrial moves to rectenna-bearing regions. This assessment would include some sensitivity analysis.

- *Ex ante* assessment of economic/demographic impact of rectenna siting. This assessment would examine the following phases of SPS development:
  - Rectenna construction and secondary growth
  - Initial industrial relocation and secondary growth
  - Attraction of related industrial economic activity and their secondary effects

- Assess the responsiveness of industry to relocate facilities based on the availability and cost of electric power. This assessment would include:
  - Identification of electric-intensive industries and processes
  - Consideration of projected regional generating capacities that may influence future shifts in the spatial location of industry
  - Price comparisons of SPS electricity with other forms of generation.
  - Identification of industry-specific resource needs and other incentives that may influence relocation decisions such as water availability; transportation or labor requirements; market locations; and government policies at the local, state, and federal levels.
These short-term assessments will contribute information about the industrial markets that SPS can be expected to serve. Anticipation of these markets is essential to the use of our export-base approach for projecting economic and demographic changes from SPS deployment.

When understanding developed from the short-term assessments is available, the question of whether SPS will contribute to the centralization or decentralization of American economy and society can be examined more critically in the long-term.
Consumption of the Earth's fossil and nuclear energy reserves has grown rapidly in the latter half of the 20th century. This growth in consumption, coupled with rapidly increasing prices for these finite resources, has stimulated widespread interest in the exploitation of renewable sources of electric energy. One technology that has been proposed for development is the Satellite Power System (SPS). According to this concept, large satellites in geosynchronous orbit would collect solar energy and convert it to electric energy in space. When beamed to Earth in the form of microwaves, this energy would be collected at receiving antennae and rectified to DC power for distribution through the grid. The SPS concept involves a complex program that encompasses development of the following elements: the satellite power station, space transportation systems to provide for construction of the satellite stations, microwave power transmission, and ground receiving and distribution.

The Baseline System Concept developed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) calls for a scenario of implementing two 5-GW SPS systems per year (10 GW) for 30 years, beginning with an initial operational date of the year 2000 for the first unit. Attainment of this scenario would result in an SPS generating capacity of 300-GW in the year 2030 and require capital investment of $718 to $793 billion in 1977 dollars. Based on present estimates, such an SPS system would contribute a significant portion of the total U.S. installed electrical capacity by 2030.

Before committing the U.S. to such a large program, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and NASA are jointly participating in an SPS Concept Development and Evaluation Program. This evaluation program includes four functional study areas: (1) systems definition, (2) evaluation of environmental, health, and safety factors, (3) related socioeconomic issues, and (4) comparative assessment of alternative energy systems. Preliminary program recommendations are to be made by May, 1979, and final program recommendations will be presented in June, 1980.

This white paper on industrial and population relocation is part of the preliminary evaluation of related socioeconomic issues that is being carried out in FY 1978 to determine research directions for FY 1979. Overall, the socioeconomic evaluation comprises twelve white papers that assess different...
aspects of the impacts that SPS is likely to have on national and international society, exclusive of environmental, health, and safety issues. This paper focuses on the economic and demographic impacts that operating a large SPS system may have on industrial location and population distribution at the local, regional, and national levels in the U.S. Issues tangential to this primary focus are: public acceptance of the SPS concept, the centralization or decentralization of American society that may result from its deployment and international movements of industry and/or population. These latter issues are accorded limited attention because they are the primary concerns of other white papers. The purpose of this preliminary assessment is to survey existing literature, delineate important impact considerations, and establish a basis for further work. To this end, the white paper documents the results of four preliminary assessment activities which are as follows:

1. Review existing literature dealing with industrial location, attendant population migration, and the role of electricity availability and pricing as factors influencing economic movements.
2. Identify economic and demographic issues relating to the deployment of SPS.
3. Consideration of the potential significance of these socio-demographic impacts in terms of expected public acceptance by appropriate interest groups.
4. Recommend additional study needs and the most advantageous approaches to these studies.

For purposes of the Concept Development and Evaluation Program, elements of the SPS concept have been grouped in several ways; but one aggregation that has proven most helpful in formulating this paper is set forth by NASA. In that report, the major SPS elements are grouped as follows:

**Satellite Power Station**

This element encompasses the power conversion options being studied. In addition to the photovoltaic and thermal solar energy conversion options, contractor studies are being performed on nuclear energy conversion systems. Each conversion option uses a rather similar microwave power conversion and transmission system as part of the satellite power station.

**Ground Receiving and Distribution Site**

This element includes the receiving antenna for the microwave beam, the utility interface with the related electric ground distribution system, the safety system related to microwave exposure protection and to the safety of maintenance and service activities, and the maintenance and service system.
Manufacturing, Construction, and Maintenance Operations

This element includes ground and orbital operations and their respective systems that support the required manufacturing, construction, assembly, and maintenance activities. A special operations management activity ties together equipment and manned operations and transportation and logistics requirements.

Space Transportation

This element consists of five transportation systems necessary to provide operational satellite power systems: the heavy lift launch vehicle (HLLV), the personnel launch vehicle (PLV), the cargo orbital transfer vehicle (COTV) system, the personnel orbital transfer vehicle (POTV) system, and local space transportation vehicle (LSTV) systems.

This paper specifically deals with the influence that the availability and cost of electricity have on the spatial location of industry and population. Accordingly, we are primarily concerned with the relocation of industry and population to regions containing SPS ground receiving and distribution (rectennae) sites that may be operating to supply a significant portion of the U.S. electricity demand early in the next century. Two fundamental issues are emphasized in the preliminary assessment of impacts resulting from these terrestrial operations: (1) the displacement of population from large areas of low density land where the rectennae will be sited, and (2) the redistribution of industry and population that may result based on the availability and cost of SPS generated electricity.

Although estimates vary slightly, the typical 5-GW rectenna would contain on the order of $10^{12}$ dipole elements which, when assembled into an elliptical array, would cover an active area of approximately 78.5 km$^2$ (30.3 mi$^2$ or about 19,400 acres) and require a total land area of 132 km$^2$ (51.0 mi$^2$ or about 32,600 acres). Based on the current U.S. standard for human exposure to microwaves (10 mW/cm$^2$), no safety zone would be required around the rectenna site.$^2$ Even in the absence of a safety zone, full deployment of a 60-satellite system with a separate rectenna for each orbiting station would require a substantial investment of land. The two preliminary siting studies that have been undertaken to date emphasize low population density as site selection criterion.

*If the U.S. standard for exposure to microwave radiation were lowered to 0.1 mW/cm$^2$, a safety zone would be needed. Addition of this buffer would increase the area covered by each rectenna site to approximately 100 mi$^2$ (64,000 acres).
to minimize the displacement of population. These land and population considerations will cause the rectennae to be sited either in rural areas of urbanized regions or in rural regions of the U.S., and the displaced population will have to be redistributed among other geographic locations and sectors of the economy. Another, and in many respects, more important consideration is the proximity of the rectennae to major loads or utility tie points. Assuming that the utility interfaces are within 150 miles of the receiving site, a transmission efficiency of 98% can be expected. Since the price of SPS electricity will be affected by transmission efficiency, there may be incentives for electric-intensive industries to move to regions containing rectennae, and this would, in turn, improve the local tax base.* Furthermore, to the degree that these industries need labor, population can be expected to move with the jobs that would be relocated. These are, in elementary terms, the major economic and demographic issues that are addressed in this white paper.

Except for some broad generalizations, there is no information about industrial relocation or population migration consequences in the existing SPS literature. Therefore, this preliminary assessment is based upon literature drawn from the fields of economics and demography and professional judgments formulated by these authors based on technical descriptions of the SPS concept. Sections 2 and 3 of this paper review the rather extensive literatures dealing with industrial location and population migration. These sections relate migration to past movements of industry that have occurred independent of the SPS issue. Section 2 summarizes the historical development of industrial location theory and places in perspective factors that have been shown by empirical research to influence the distribution of industrial activity. Section 2 concludes with a review and assessment of approaches to locational analysis that can be applied to the study of industrial location as it may be affected by SPS. Section 3 reviews literature developed from the two major schools of theory dealing with the relationship between economic development (i.e., industrial location) and population migration and, based on the foregoing assessment of approaches to locational analysis, we recommend use of an export-base approach to study the regional economic and demographic consequences of SPS rectenna siting. Building on this background, Sec. 3 also

*Of course, any improvement of local tax bases due to industrial relocation would be accompanied by a concomitant, although more diffuse, decaying of some other local tax bases.
discusses how the export-base approach can be used to study the interactions among (1) the magnitude of economic development (i.e., the creation of jobs), (2) the resulting spatial location of workers and their dependents, and (3) subsequent demands for services. Section 4 specifies the economic and demographic problems and implications particular to SPS rectenna siting that need more detailed examination using the approach set forth in the previous section. After a brief description of the SPS concept and a statement of justification for concentration on the rectenna element of SPS, Sec. 4 focuses on the pre-deployment impact of population displacement and the post-deployment impact of industrial and population relocation. Section 4 also deals with the issues of public acceptance and international mobility as they relate to rectennae siting in the U.S. Based on the review of literature and identification of the economic and demographic implications of SPS, Sec. 5 identifies short-term assessment work that should be undertaken in FY 1979 and some long-term basic research topics that need to be addressed in FY 1980 and beyond.


A key socioeconomic effect of the SPS system is the likelihood of industry to locate near the rectennae. This section reviews pertinent industrial location theories, factors affecting industrial location, and approaches for locational analysis. The reason for examining the literature on industrial location analysis is to gain understanding about how industry may be redistributed based on the availability and cost of electricity around rectennae sites. This understanding is critical to estimating changes in regional as well as local employment and population levels that may occur subsequent to SPS deployment.

2.1 THEORY

This survey of economists' contributions to industrial location theory is a highly selective summary of important theories. We will summarize five generally recognized categories of industrial location theory. These are: least cost theory, maximum profit theory, theories of locational interdependence, integration of least cost and locational interdependence, and spatial general equilibrium theory. A brief discussion of each of these categories is a necessary prelude to choosing a method of analysis for assessing industrial and demographic location around an SPS rectenna site. Recent contributions to industrial location theory will be summarized separately.

2.1.1 Least Cost Theory

Johann H. von Thunen was among the earliest economists interested in locating theory. He was concerned with the optimum location for agricultural crops in relation to a city. Although this theory was formulated to determine the least cost areas for agricultural crops, it provided a theoretical framework for later industrial location theory by utilizing the two variables of land rents and transportation costs. Alfred Weber developed a more comprehensive least cost theory many years later. Weber postulated that if weight and distance are the only determining factors, transportation costs will attract industrial production to those places where the fewest ton-miles originate during the entire process of production and distribution because transportation costs will be lowest at those points. Labor costs are the
second factor that Weber considered vital in the location of manufacturing. The basis of Weber's law of labor orientation is related to the idea that every point of lower labor costs constitutes a center of attraction that tends to draw industry from the point of minimal transport cost. In Weberian theory, besides the costs of transportation and labor that affect the regional location of industry, there are other factors, known as agglomeration factors, that contribute to the local distribution of industry. Weber defines an agglomeration factor as an "advantage" in production or marketing costs at a specific place. In contrast, a deglomerative factor is one that lowers production costs because of the decentralization of production. Edgar M. Hoover has built upon these contributions to least cost location theory. His main contribution lies not in theoretical originality, but in his penetrating discussions of the influence of Weberian locational factors. He stresses the fact that the cost of transferring outputs does not increase proportionately with distance. Where Weber's analysis often indicated the optimum location to be between the points of supply and demand, Hoover's accounting for terminal (or transfer) costs explained why industries are often found at the point of supply or demand. Hoover's analysis of the agglomerating and deglomerating forces is also much more penetrating than Weber's. Included in agglomeration are such advantages as better transfer services, a broader, more flexible labor market, more advanced banking facilities, better police protection, and lower insurance costs and utility rates. In addition, by agglomerating and localizing, Hoover postulates that firms specialize to a greater degree. Thus, certain operations and services that a plant in a less industrialized area would have to do for itself can be economically contracted out as the industrial infrastructure of an area develops. Least cost analysis and agglomeration characteristics are important concepts to be considered in the socioeconomic assessment of SPS. The SPS system could provide cheap and/or highly dependable electric power as an incentive for relocation. This possibility will be explored later in this white paper.

2.1.2 Maximum Profit Theory

August Lösch developed the maximum profit theory of industrial location. This theory is based on conditions of monopolistic competition, as advocated by Weber's least cost theory. The profit maximizing theory of industrial location recognizes that the site of an industrial enterprise rests
not only on objective facts of cost, but also on subjective considerations about potential markets. Consequently, two entrepreneurs may choose two different locations under exactly identical external conditions. The range of sites depends on the size of the possible profits. A factory may be established at a place where revenue is greatest rather than where cost is smallest. Lösch also refined this concept. The plant may not be established at the place of largest sales, but where one of the sales' components, such as quantity or price, prevails. Orientation to quantity reflects the number of buyers, whereas orientation to prices recognizes the importance of purchasing power. The former favors populous areas while the latter favors prosperous areas. Lösch assumed a single hexagonal market area surrounding each center of production. The optimum location changes with each price change, which directly affects demand. Thus, when variability in market demand is considered, as Lösch indicated, the least-cost theory -- which is based on cost of production -- loses validity. It then becomes meaningless to attempt to locate at the point of lowest cost. As a result, there must be an attempt to find the largest market area that will then provide the greatest profit. This is the central theme of the maximum profit theory.\(^1\) If Lösch's theory is correct, the SPS system may not attract industry to its immediate vicinity since preliminary siting studies indicate the rectennae are to be located in sparsely populated areas where markets are limited. This thought will be explored later.

2.1.3 Theories of Locational Interdependence

To overcome some of the weaknesses in traditional least cost theory, the "locational interdependence" or "market area" school of thought came to be developed. This school includes the works of economists who, like Lösch, are interested in the theory of imperfect or monopolistic competition. They include: Hotelling,\(^9\) Chamberlin,\(^10\) Lerner and Singer,\(^11\) Smithies,\(^12\) and Ackley.\(^13\) This approach generally assumes that all firms have identical production costs and sell to a spatially distributed market. The delivered price to consumers varies with the cost of overcoming distance from the factory. Each seller, in choosing his location, seeks to control the largest possible market area, the positions and extent of which will be influenced by consumer behavior and by the locational decisions of other firms. The manufacturer exercises monopoly control over that section of the market that he can supply at a lower price than his competitors. The spatial pattern of plant location and market areas is thus
a product of variations from place to place in demand and of the locational interdependence of firms. For those industries to which this school of thought applies, little relocation of industry to rectenna-bearing regions will occur. Future research should identify specific industries to which the particular theories apply and then to select those theories as a basis for the further study of rectenna siting impacts.

2.1.4 Integration of Least-Cost and Locational Interdependence

Melvin Greenhut has provided the most logical theory in attempting to integrate the least-cost and locational interdependence theories. Of particular value is Greenhut's discussion of the location factors. He lists these as transportation, processing costs, the demand factor, and what he describes as "cost-reducing" and "revenue-increasing" factors. Generally, he notes, one factor is of particular importance, with secondary factors coming into play when the governing factor gives alternative sites. Transportation costs become the most important factor in the localization of manufacturing when processing costs, market demand, and personal factors are held constant. When transportation costs dominate, they become an important influence in the decentralization of an industry. Processing costs may dominate in localizing industry when neither transport costs nor market conditions demand a location at the market center. The raw materials source appears to have little or no locational influence on an industry when the cost of transport is negligible, or when the freight cost is substantially the same for raw materials and the finished products. Greenhut's theory of industrial location attempted to correlate the demand and market approach. Thus, there is an integration of cost and demand influences that are considered codeterminants of location. This integrated theory includes: cost factors, demand factors, and purely personal considerations. Only when all of these factors are considered in determining the location of an industry can an understanding of the forces for determining location be acquired. The core of Greenhut's theory is summarized as follows:

"... each firm entering the competitive scene will seek that site from which its sales to a given number of buyers (whose purchases are required for the greatest possible profits) can be served at the lowest total cost ..."
In time, the successful attempts of competitors to locate at the profit-maximizing site will so shrink the relative demand as to cut profits, thereby leading eventually to the state of locational equilibrium. Such equilibrium would find (1) marginal revenues equated to marginal costs, (2) average revenue tangent to average costs, and (3) concentrations and scatterings of plants in such order that relocation of any one plant would occasion losses. When applied to SPS, this theory has important implications. For example, partly due to the availability of hydroelectric power the Pacific northwest has attained a high concentration of aluminum manufacturing and aircraft plants that use this material. The source of electrical power for the aluminum industry is threatened by 1988. Hence, the siting of rectennae in that region would be consistent with Greenhut's theory. This issue will be explored later.

2.1.5 Spatial General Equilibrium

The first comprehensive theory of general equilibrium using a spatial concept was developed by Walter Isard, in Location and Space Economy. Isard attaches great importance to the fusion of location theory with other branches of economic theory. Isard attempts this through application of substitution principles. The basic idea is that a general theory of location can be developed in a manner similar to other aspects of economic theory by applying the principle of substitution to the way an entrepreneur combines expenditure on the various factors of production in making his choice of location. Isard classified location factors into three groups. The first group includes transport and certain other transfer costs. Because these costs vary regularly with distance, they provide a relevant set of reference points — whether raw materials, service, or market points — that establish systematic variations of these costs over space. A second group of factors comprises costs associated with labor, energy, taxes, water, insurance, climate, and a number of other items. Although these items possess a relatively stable geographic cost pattern, they do not vary systematically with distance as do transport costs. By contrast, these costs vary independently of distance and direction. The third group includes those elements that cause agglomeration and deglomeration economies. The agglomeration forces include economies of scale, as well as the localization and/or urbanization of economies. The deglomerative forces include diseconomies within a firm, the rise of rents and costs of urban services, and the rise in the cost of food as the rise in the size of population settlement compels the
importation of foods from greater distances. The agglomerative and deglom-
erative forces operate independently of geographical position.

Isard concluded that of the three groups, only transport costs, which are functionally related to distance, impart regularity to the spatial pattern of economic activities. Substitution analysis among various transport inputs provides an understanding of the geographic pattern of production and the impact of the friction of distance. Preliminary SPS rectennae sites are located in sparsely populated areas where transportation costs may be high. Thus, if Isard's theory is accepted, little relocation of industry may occur around the sites. The substitution concept has important implications for SPS which will be explored later.

2.1.6 Recent Contributions

There has been little progress during the last two decades in the elaboration of classical location theory. Although locational analysis has continued its development with new perspectives evolving, most of these contributions do not constitute new conceptual frameworks. Rather, they provide generalizations based on observations of the industrial world. The purpose of this section is to note these recent contributions but not extensively detail them.

The behavioral theory points out that economic man is assumed to be normative. That is, decisions are made under complete economic rationality (perfect knowledge). It is often pointed out that this is not true in reality, and that a rational optimal industrial location decision is impossible. Thus, the search for an industrial location is not for one that is optimal, but rather for one that will satisfy the needs of the decision-maker.

The general systems approach grew out of the concern for increasing specialization and the general inability to view problems in their totality. The systems approach recognizes that the totality of production factors must be considered by a firm desiring to secure a satisfactory location. Thus, one must examine the flow of information in order to understand the links and relationships between factors affecting the choice of location.

The growth pole theory notes that the economic space of a firm is determined, among other things, by a field of forces. As a field of forces, economic space consists of centers (or poles or foci) from which centrifugal
forces emanate and to which centripetal forces are attracted. Thus, each
center of attraction and repulsion has its proper field, which in turn is
set in the field of other centers. The economic zone of influence is de-
limited by this process. Thus, growth poles are likely to be firms, indus-
tries or groups of firms and industries. It is within these "poles" that
growth and change are generated. Connections between the poles (i.e., inputs
and outputs) transmit the forces that are generated.

The stages theory indicates that over time, different sectors of the
economy will assume lesser or greater importance. A historical sequence of
events is hypothesized. The economy of an area develops initially around a
primary activity -- agriculture, forestry, mining-- that provides an export-
able surplus over local needs. The proceeds from these sales provide the
means for importing items not produced locally, typically manufactured items.
This spurs new stages of growth.

According to the agglomeration theory, the great concentrations of manu-
facturing through time are the product of a single thrust-specialization. The
fundamental theme of this viewpoint is that the specialization of functions
results in the specialization of areas or regions. It makes possible a
distinction in function between town and country and further differentiates
one area from another. Areal specialization becomes the corollary of functional
integrated specializations simply represents the advantages of a particular
locality.

2.2 FACTORS AFFECTING INDUSTRIAL LOCATION

A fundamental question in spatial location is: What are the factors
that play a role in the world's industrial spatial patterns? This section
will delineate several primary and secondary factors.

2.2.1 Primary Factors

Many theorists contend that transportation is the single most important
factor in industrial location. Transportation is regarded as a major deter-
minant of plant location in two respects: cost of service and type of service.
If freight costs comprise a large part of total costs, the transportation
factor may have to be economized. However, the desire to economize line haul
costs does not necessarily signify its achievement. A prerequisite to the
achievement of the reduced total shipping costs is that transfer costs must be accounted for. Vital transport data, therefore, are a combination of the ratio of freight cost to total cost and the difference in transfer burdens at alternative sites. Availability of certain types of transportation or points of converging transport systems are exceptionally important factors. Santini has shown that water transport is a key geographical determinant for many heavy industries.15

The availability of raw materials is frequently a major locational factor. All manufacturing requires a supply of raw materials. Furthermore, raw materials are not equally distributed over the earth, but are localized in certain regions. The influence of raw materials as a location factor has declined in the last 50 years for several reasons. The development of a network of transportation systems has facilitated the movement of raw materials and, as manufacturing has become more complex, there is relatively less processing of basic raw materials by individual manufacturers.1 Santini's work also illustrates the importance of water transport for those industries processing large volumes of raw materials.15

Another major factor is the availability of energy. The principal uses of energy are to generate heat and provide power for manufacturing. Fossil fuels are used to provide both heat and power by numerous methods. By comparison, technologies that utilize renewable resources such as hydropower and the proposed Satellite Power System are primarily designed to generate electricity. Therefore, while the fossil fuels provide diverse forms of energy for almost the entire spectrum of modern industry, significant electricity consumption is confined to a narrower range of industries. The availability and cost of electricity is of key importance to the aluminum, petroleum, iron and steel, chemical, paper, and several other industries. These are the industries whose location pattern is likely to be initially affected by the development of renewable resources and the subsequent expansion of electric generating capacity in the U.S. Another important energy consideration is the importance of electricity availability relative to other location factors such as labor, transportation costs and the availability of auxiliary resources. For example, conventional electric generating plants are dependent upon water for cooling. SPS promises to remove this constraint and could, as a consequence, indirectly affect the distribution of industry.
The cost, availability, stability, and productivity of labor are vital factors in every manufacturing enterprise. The growth of an industrial area is jeopardized if these labor conditions are not favorable. However, labor requirements are not uniform among industries. Certain industries require a large number of skilled workers; others require a large number of unskilled workers; and still others require varying numbers of each. Because the SPS receiving antenna may need to be located in relatively sparse population areas, labor-intensive industries may not relocate near the sites.

The market is an increasingly important location factor. There is frequently a cost advantage when a substantial local market exists, and this situation is enhanced when a good competitive position is maintained by serving several adjoining market areas.

2.2.2 Secondary Factors

Besides primary factors, there are many other factors that affect industrial location. These factors are not essential to the manufacturing process in themselves, but may so affect cost structures that they become vital in the location decision process.

The influence of physical environment including topography, climate, and water availability is important. Governmental policies including subsidies, government ownership, legal and legislative actions, taxation, environmental regulations, etc., are also important. Personal considerations such as the existence of capital in a locality, the favorable impression of a chamber of commerce, or existence of a university may be important. Depending on the nature of the industry, the SPS could attract or discourage relocation when these factors are considered.

2.3 APPROACHES FOR REGIONAL AND LOCAL ANALYSIS

Many techniques for analyzing industrial location have been developed. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to consider them all, brief descriptions for several important procedures are included. These techniques include: comparative cost analysis, input-output techniques, correlation and regression analysis, and export-base computer simulation techniques.
2.3.1 Comparative Cost Analysis

Comparative cost analysis is a procedure for comparing locational costs for a plant at different sites. The objective of comparative cost studies is to determine in what region(s) the industry could achieve the lowest total cost of producing the required output and delivering it to the market. Such studies frequently reveal that certain component costs do not vary among sites. Comparative cost studies have proven advantageous in some types of industrial developments. When there is a change in the factors of production, new areas may gain economic advantages that attract industry while traditional areas may lose certain of their advantages. A technological change frequently alters locational advantages. Comparative cost analysis is a useful tool when applied to one industry and it is important to use substitution analysis so that the analysis can consider alternative locations. What has been called the "bliss point" location would be one where no further substitutions at another location could result in a cost reduction. Comparative cost analysis is thus within the Weberian framework of least cost analysis. Comparative cost studies assume that the price/cost structure and the market are given. These assumptions are untenable where the totality of a region is analyzed by industry found in a particular region. As a result other types of analysis are superior when the interrelations among industries in a region are to be analyzed.

2.3.2 Input-Output Technique

Several significant input-output works have been reviewed for this section.\textsuperscript{6,7,14} Input-output (I-O) theory is fundamentally concerned with the interrelations arising from production.\textsuperscript{6} Its major purpose is to measure the magnitude of the flow of goods and services from one level of production to another. The I-O method of analysis is thus an attempt to combine economic theory with an empirical approach to the study of production.

The basic premise of the I-O model is that it is possible to divide all productive activities in an economy into sectors whose interrelations can be expressed in a set of input functions.
An I-O analysis is developed by the construction of a transactions table. This table is a matrix that shows how inputs and outputs of each industry are distributed among other industries and sectors of the economy. The transactions table can be utilized for futures projection. Its major advantage is that it ensures that projections for individual industries and sectors will add to a total projection.

The I-O technique's greatest utility is for short-run forecasting. However, there are problems related to I-O analysis. It requires tremendous personnel and capital resources. Data availability also strictly limits the use of I-O analysis. Finally, there have been questions as to the adequacy of I-O analysis for such aspects as economies of scale, localization economics, and regional cost variations. Hence, the I-O technique has been judged inappropriate for predicting locations of economic activity.

2.3.3 Correlation and Regression Analysis

To analyze the variables that are normally related to understanding the spatial location of industry, multiple correlation and regression analysis may be used as valuable analytical tools. Correlation methods provide measures whereby the past relationship between two or more variables can be identified. Multiple regression techniques are used to test theories of location patterns and generate equations which may be used to predict location of industries with no statistical records (i.e., no history). It cannot therefore be used specifically for SPS, although it can be used to learn about industrial location in general.

The primary limitation of this method is that a variety of high-quality data must be collected. Another limitation is that regression analysis explains locational patterns on the basis of conditions at a particular time. In a mature industrial region, many industries have located under sets of factors that have changed over time. Finally, a strong statistical relationship does not necessarily indicate a strong cause-and-effect relationship.

2.3.4 Export-Base Theory

Export-base theory involves making a distinction between industries in a region. A dichotomy is made between those activities in which a region specializes, and those activities which are not unique to it. The economic
specialties are called basic activities, and their consequential activities are referred to as nonbasic or secondary activities. The basic industries are those that produce for export from the region, while secondary industries serve the local market. The basic activity is one that has exogenous demand (independent of the region's level of activity), while nonbasic activity is endogenous (dependent on the region's level of basic activity). An increase in the external demand for a basic industry's good results in an increase in the activity of the nonbasic industries as well.

A major tenet of the export-base approach is that when a basic industry grows, it will increase nonbasic economic activity. The size of the increase depends on the relationship between basic and nonbasic activities. It is the addition of basic employment that acts as a catalyst to increase the nonbasic employment. Thus, if growth is to occur, the basic component of employment is the driving force.

Export-base theory and location theory are connected in four ways. First, economists are concerned with the factors that cause basic industries to locate in a region; thus, export-base theory may be considered an extension of location theory. Second, export-base theory, as an extension of location theory, emphasizes the role of the economic base in attracting capital. Capital flows to the regional specialties offer higher rates of return on investment. Also, externally supplied capital not only increases the productive capacity of the region, but it also improves the economic environment for future growth. Third, expanding export-base industries such as SPS may serve to attract other export industries causing still further growth. Fourth, secondary impacts (nonbasic employment and income) accentuate growth. Each of these effects will be examined in Sec. 3.

It should be noted that we have emphasized that energy availability and price are important determinants of industrial location. However, by itself, energy may not be a sufficient incentive for industry to relocate. The importance of energy in effecting the relocation of economic activity and population can be assessed only through further research. It is especially important to examine the effect SPS generated electricity may have on industrial relocation and population redistribution.
In order to conduct the required research, the theories of industrial location reviewed in this section are needed to predict what types and levels of basic economic activity may be attracted to rectenna-bearing regions. Based on these predictions of industrial attraction, empirical methods can be used to estimate employment and population changes that may derive from relocations of manufacturing activity. There are, however, two distinct schools of thought about the causal relationship between economic change and population movement. Export-base theory holds that population follows change in economic activity and employment; whereas another school of theorists (most notably represented by Borts and Stein and Muth) contend that change in economic activity and employment follow population change. The most important differences between these theories are described in Sec. 3 and the Appendix. A case is made that export-base theory is the more valid one upon which to build a methodology for estimating changes in regional employment and population. It is also discussed in Sec. 3 how a methodology derived from export-base theory can be used to estimate the employment and population effects of industrial relocations on regional or local levels.
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Having discussed those factors that determine industrial location and some of the theoretical approaches that can be used to predict industrial location, we turn in this section to questions of how population shifts are related to geographic shifts of industry. At one extreme, it is possible to argue that industrial location shifts cause population shifts (migration) but not the reverse. Equally extreme is the position that migration causes industry to follow and no reverse linkages are present. Under certain circumstances, either one of these positions can be correct. In the first case, the opening of a mineral extraction operation in a remote rural location will require that population follow to provide labor for the operation. An example of the second case would be the development of a retirement community in a location with sunshine and other positive environmental attributes that would not otherwise attract business. Retirees obviously would not move to such a location for jobs, but some service businesses and perhaps light industry would move to such a retirement community to serve the retired population. The important issue is not whether one case or another can be correct but, rather, what is the typical mechanism of economic and demographic growth?

3.1 THEORY

The two different possibilities for population/industrial location shift interactions are exemplified in theory by (1) the previously discussed export-base theory in which the location of industry explains the migration of population, and (2) the Borts and Stein hypothesis that differential changes in employment are induced by differential rates of in-migration. There are several works that attempt to use and verify one or the other of these two theories. However, there is only one widely recognized attempt to test both theories simultaneously in order to determine which is the more generally valid. This is the Migration: Chicken or Egg? article by Richard Muth. In this study, Muth constructs a two-equation model that simultaneously estimates migration and total employment growth of large U.S. urban areas during the period 1950-1960. His results support the Borts-Stein hypothesis to a greater degree than the export-base theory. A more recent, and less known, study of population/employment growth is a Ph.D. dissertation by Santini. In this study, Santini constructs a four-equation model that simultaneously estimates center-city...
population growth, suburban population growth, manufacturing employment growth, and nonmanufacturing employment growth. This study examines Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs) in and near the North Central Census Region for both the 1950-1960 and 1960-1970 decades. Santini's results strongly support the export-base theory and they demonstrate the importance of characterizing migrants and non-migrants separately if export-base modeling is to be done correctly. It is described in Sec. 3.2 how the Argonne Social and Economic Assessment Model (SEAM) implements export-base theory to predict population growth from economic development (i.e., the creation of jobs).

3.1.1 The Muth Model

Muth cites Borts and Stein as the original proponents of the theory that population growth causes employment growth. As examples of the export-base theory, he cites Blanco, Mazek, and Lowry. In the export-base models cited by Muth, it is the concept of potential unemployment that is supposed to be the cause of migration. Potential unemployment is the amount that would have existed at the end of the period had there been no migration. To test the hypothesis that population growth causes employment growth, it is necessary to distinguish between natural increase in the labor force due to local entrants (natural increase), and increase due to migration. Muth estimates the natural increase and subtracts it from total labor force increase to compute an estimate of migration into the labor force. Muth then presents a two-equation model in which his estimates of migration into the labor force and total employment growth are the independent variables of the two equations. Natural increase of the labor force is treated as an independent variable in both equations. Based on the test results of this model, Muth found it difficult to accept the export-base theory as a fundamentally correct description of the urban growth process. On the other hand, while his results provided more support for the Borts and Stein hypothesis than for the export-base theory, he could not (and did not) assert that his results supported Borts-Stein to the exclusion of export-base effects. In short, he implied that neither theory provides an accurate description of the growth process.

3.1.2 The Santini Model

The Santini model is similar to the Muth model in the sense that it simultaneously estimates employment and population growth. The most important difference between the two models is that Santini disaggregates employment
growth into manufacturing and nonmanufacturing employment growth. This allows him to make a distinction between the basic and nonbasic sectors as required to verify (or refute) the export-base theory. Santini uses the Lowry Model of Metropolis as the model of export-base theory. The Lowry model is an appropriate export-base paradigm to use because it spawned several other urban simulation models in the field of transportation planning.

The fundamental differences between the Borts-Stein and export-base theory that were tested are the following:

1. Export-base theory predicts:
   a. No effect of population growth on basic sector employment.
   b. A positive effect of basic and nonbasic sector employment growth on population growth.
   c. A positive causal relationship of population growth on nonbasic sector employment growth.

2. Borts-Stein theory predicts:
   a. A positive effect of population growth on employment growth.
   b. No causal relationship of employment growth on population growth.

Santini found, in tests of several versions of his model, that the export-base predictions were verified in every case. His results, unlike those of Muth, do not allow for equivocation. They indicate that the export-base model is a fundamentally correct description of the urban growth process.*

3.2 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, EXPORT BASE, AND POPULATION CHANGE

Reduced to its essence, export-base theory holds that the growth of a region depends upon the growth of its "export" sector. The implication is that the expansion of demand for goods and services produced within a region and sold for export outside the region is the driving force behind regional growth. As Richardson has pointed out, an exogenous increase in the production of goods for sale and distribution beyond the borders of a region sets off a multiplier process of growth in the provision of locally produced and consumed goods and services. Thus, stimulating activity within the basic

---

*Santini's model and test results are summarized in a paper that has been submitted for publication. Until it becomes available in the outside literature, copies of this paper may be obtained by contacting the author.
(export) sector of a region produces a multiplier response in the nonbasic secondary sectors. There are two effects responsible for this multiplier response. First, an "indirect" effect occurs as the exporting firm, in order to expand (or initiate) production, purchases raw and intermediate goods from existing firms in the region. Secondly, an "income-induced" effect occurs as increased production in the firms directly and indirectly stimulated is translated into increased consumer demand for, and hence production of, the goods and services provided by the retail, commercial, and service sectors of the region.

3.2.1 The Causal Relationship between Export-Base Employment and Population Change

Export-base theory has been used by economists and regional analysts to explain the relationship between exogenous increases in export sector activity and the growth in employment and population within a region. As a first step in this process, estimates of the size of the multiplier effect (the indirect and income-induced changes in the secondary sector consequent to exogenous changes within the basic sector) must be made. The manner in which these multipliers are derived varies considerably in sophistication. Equation 1 illustrates a simple ratio approach to multiplier estimation.

$$M_i = \frac{T.E._{it} - T.E._{it-1}}{B.E._{it} - B.E._{it-1}}$$

(1)

where:

- \(T.E._{it}\) = a measure of total (basic and secondary) economic activity in region \(i\) at time period \(t\),
- \(B.E._{it}\) = the measure of economic activity in the basic sector in region \(i\) at time period \(t\), and
- \(M_i\) = the "multiplier" for this measure of economic activity in region \(i\).

When the measure of economic activity selected is employment, \(M_i\) is termed the regional employment multiplier. It reflects the previous regional response of changes in total employment (basic plus secondary) to increases (or decreases) in basic employment and is used to project the basic to secondary relationship for given future changes in basic employment. Multiplying annual (or period) exogenous changes in basic employment due to industrial relocation or expansion by \(M_i\) provides a measure of the total employment response (basic plus secondary) within the region.
Estimates of total new employment in the basic and secondary sectors of a region are obtained using multipliers derived from export-base theory. Since, as the theory indicates, the growth of a region is dependent upon the stimulus provided within the basic sector, the effect upon regional population is straightforward. In the demographic accounting framework, changes in the size and composition of the regional population are a function of births minus deaths plus net migration. Consistent with the theory of export-base, net regional migration is, ceteris paribus, a consequence of the stimulus provided by increased basic economic activity.

According to export-base theory, the following effects would be expected to occur as a result of the relocation within a given region of an industry (or firm) engaged in basic economic activity. The presence of the new firm creates new basic employment financed by receipts drawn from outside the region. In addition, the presence of the new firm can be expected, depending upon the industrial diversification of the region, to lead to direct increases of demand for the products of regionally-based firms. As these firms expand production, still more job opportunities are created within the region. Finally, as the revenues generated by the new firm are passed as income to its employees and to those persons engaged in supplying goods and services to the new firm, the demand for products and services provided by local retail, commercial, and service establishments increases. This new income-induced demand has the effect of generating still more jobs as regional merchants expand their operations in response to the increased consumer demand within the region.

We have described the mechanisms of export-base theory, now we will discuss some of the various ways that shifts in the export-base can be absorbed or assimilated by the local community. We examine three cases. First, is the case where basic employment growth is greater than that which can be handled locally in a small region. Second, is the case where basic growth merely sustains a region. Finally, we examine a case where basic growth is insignificant relative to the regions' size.

The size and composition of a region's population are influenced by the creation of new basic and secondary (indirect and income-induced) jobs and income that influence migration. In those regions where the number of basic and secondary jobs created exceeds the number of available, appropriately-skilled workers (e.g., regions with small local populations), new workers and their
households move into the region in quest of the unfilled jobs and the population expands. In regions where natural increase of the labor force is adequate, no migration will be necessary. However, the basic and secondary increases in jobs and incomes may reverse historic patterns of out-migration in economically stagnant or declining regions. Such regions are exemplified by rural areas and old manufacturing areas. Reducing negative net migration among persons in their productive and child-bearing years will contribute to the growth of regional population, even if it only reduces the rate of decline. Finally, in those regions with large populations, low dependency ratios,* and an expanding economy, the introduction of a new basic firm of moderate size may have no noticeable effect on population growth in the region. Thus, as these examples illustrate, the magnitude of the effect that a new basic economic activity will have upon net population changes is a function of the number of basic and secondary jobs created relative to the assimilative capacity of the region where assimilative capacity refers to the economic characteristics (e.g., industrial mix and integration, and labor force characteristics such as unemployment, size, availability, and worker skills), and demographic characteristics (e.g., population size and density, dependency ratio, fertility, mortality and net migration) of the region.

In those instances where new basic economic activity is attracted to areas having relatively low capacities to absorb the basic, indirect, and income-induced changes in employment and income, problems of providing housing, health care, education, safety, and recreational services arise. Examples of such problems are well-documented in the case histories of western energy "boom towns." For example, with an exogenous increase in energy resource development in Sweetwater County, Wyoming, 8,000 new basic and secondary jobs were created between 1970 and 1974. Because the pool of available workers in and around Sweetwater County was insufficient to fill the number of new jobs, the population jumped from 18,900 to 37,000 persons during this period. With this almost two-fold increase in population, a shortage of 1,400 homesites was experienced. The presence of this new population also created immense pressure on the public infrastructure in Sweetwater County. During this period, the county experienced an unabated shortage of 124 school classrooms for new

*The dependency ratio is the number of persons under 16 and over 65 years of age divided by the total population.
primary and secondary students, an eight-fold increase in mental health case-loads, a 200% increase in the patient-doctor ratio, a 60% rise in crime, and deficits in almost all of the other municipal and county facilities that people rely upon to maintain acceptable life standards. With the failure of the public and private infrastructure to provide adequately for the new and old residents, labor turnover rates rose and productivity in both the basic and secondary sectors of the economy declined.

The infusion of new basic economic activity has long been viewed as a lever to be used by communities to increase local employment, add to local income, reverse historic patterns of out-migration and declines in productive populations, and generally revitalize the character of the public and private infrastructure. However, as both the description of the relationship between economic activity and population change in export-base theory and the example of Sweetwater County make clear, the consequences of new basic economic activity are not always desirable. Whether the stimulus provided by new basic activity will have beneficial or detrimental effects is a function of the size of the stimulus relative to the assimilative capacity of the region.

3.2.2 An Export-Base Model of Employment and Population Change

The establishment of rectenna sites in large, low-density areas creates the potential for adverse social and economic impacts of the type, if not the severity, experienced in Sweetwater County, since:

- large land areas of low population density are likely to have low assimilative capacities;
- the construction and operation of a rectenna represents new basic activity; and
- the existence of a rectenna may attract additional basic industry, hence even greater secondary economic activity and population growth.

Because the potential exists for adverse social and economic impacts to occur in areas hosting the new rectennae, forecasts of the likely employment and population effects among candidate sites should be projected and used as a criterion of acceptability in the final site selection process.

The Social and Economic Assessment Model (SEAM) was recently developed by the Economics and Social Sciences Section in the Energy and Environmental Systems Division of Argonne National Laboratory. It employs the techniques
of export-base analysis to evaluate employment and population effects of energy or industrial development on any county, or combination of counties, in the continental United States. SEAM provides the following outputs at the county level:

- Annual projections of baseline (non-impact) population by age, sex, and race;
- Annual direct employment requirements;
- Annual estimates secondary employment created by the presence of the new industry;
- Annual projections of the locally available work force including commuters from adjacent counties;
- Annual projections of the size and composition of in-migrant households;
- Annual housing needs and the subcounty spatial allocation of the new population; and
- Annual estimates of the increased public service needs of the new population and the costs of providing them.

A schematic diagram of the SEAM model is provided in Fig. 3.1.

In making its projections, the model first forecasts the annual change in the national population of the host county to provide a baseline from which the future labor force can be determined and against which the impact of the new basic industry can be assessed. These projections of the change in the size and composition of the county population are made using the cohort-component method. Given these projections, the annual employment requirements of the new basic activity are determined and employment multipliers, derived from export-base theory, are used to estimate the total indirect and income-induced employment effects. These estimates of increased secondary employment are lagged to better approximate the number of such jobs created in each annual period.

Given estimates of the total number of jobs (basic and secondary) likely to be created in each year of the new project's life, the size and skill mix of the locally available labor force must be determined. Forecasts of the baseline changes in the size and composition of the host county and all counties whose centers of population are within 60 miles of the assumed site are prepared by the model. In each county, the labor force participation rates (LFPR) by age and sex cohort are compared to national LFPRs and, where local rates are lower, the local labor force is assumed to grow to the national level for that cohort. The unemployed in the local area are added to these estimates to
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yield the total size of the available labor force in each year. This pool of men and women is characterized by age and skill type using local data and the total available work force is divided into potential basic and potential secondary workers. Finally, the size of the available work force is reduced by the estimates, taken from a national highway transportation study, of the percentages from each adjacent county who may be unwilling to commute different distances.

Having estimated both the annual number of new basic and secondary jobs and the annual availabilities of local basic and secondary workers, the model determines the number and age distribution of persons (and households) likely to in-migrate. The number of in-migrants is estimated by assuming that each job unfilled by local residents will attract a new worker household to the area and that each such household has 1.2 productive members. Thus, the total annual change in the size and composition of the host county due to the new basic activity is determined. The age distribution of the migrants is then estimated by assuming that the U.S. migrant age profile applies to these migrants as well. Age distributions of migrants are substantially different from nonmigrants. The relative age profiles of the two groups can have significant effects on future growth rates as well as education and other service needs.

The model next provides estimates of the housing needs and community settlement patterns of these new households using a preference-maximizing, income-constrained, linear programming system. Essentially, this algorithm recognizes that among the in-migrant population there are different preferences for housing, different preferences for community types, and different abilities to pay for alternative dwelling units. It maximizes each household's preferences for housing type and location subject to their abilities to pay for these features.

Once the new households are "assigned" to residences in different communities, the model determines the increased public service needs of the increased population and determines the annual costs of providing them. A special study of the service needs and costs was conducted to supply this data. This study surveyed the per capita requirements and costs of 11 public services in communities of five different types (e.g., rural, small urban, independent
outlying), and five different sizes (e.g., less than 2,500, 2,500-5,000) in each of the nine Census regions. The estimated needs of communities are quite specific owing to the level of detail in this study.

The model, as explained, forecasts the nature and magnitude of the social and economic effects that a new basic activity is likely to have upon the host county and its communities. It provides a standardized measure of the magnitude of impact by translating the effects of employment and population changes into the dollar costs of adjusting the public service infrastructure. It can and should be applied to an analysis of potential rectenna sites to determine the relative benefits (in terms of increased employment and income) and costs (in terms of housing and services) of alternative siting patterns. The public cost estimates, in fact, may be explicitly considered as a criterion in the final selection of rectenna sites.

3.2.3 Relevance of the Social and Economic Assessment Model (SEAM) to SPS

Shifts in the location of basic economic activity that may be induced by the proposed Satellite Power System (SPS) have not been studied and, hence, there is a need for substantial investigation. As indicated above, SEAM is a well developed and usable model. Using this tool as a foundation, ANL researchers will be able to examine the prospective relationships of industrial (i.e., basic employment) and population relocations to rectenna siting and to forecast potential socioeconomic impacts. However, further research is needed to develop the link of industrial relocations to the availability and cost of electric power. This point is discussed further in the next section.
SECTIO 3 REFERENCES


This section deals with the issues of industrial relocation and subsequent migration of population that may result from deployment of the Satellite Power System (SPS). Except for a brief overview of the SPS concept, this discussion focuses on terrestrial operations; specifically, the effect that large rectennae sites may have on the future distribution of economic activity and human population in the U.S. This discussion indicates how the literature reviewed in Secs. 2 and 3 relates to the future examination of these issues. Study of the effects resulting from development and operation of rectennae in the U.S. is emphasized. Given the desire to interface this white paper with other aspects of the societal assessment, some attention is also given to the related issues of public acceptance of rectenna siting, the consequences for international redistribution of industry and population, and the centralization of society. Some broader aspects of the general industrial expansion expected to accompany SPS deployment are also mentioned.

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE SPS CONCEPT

The many elements and subelements comprising the SPS concept have been grouped in several ways, but one aggregation suggested by NASA has been most useful in considering the particular issues addressed in this white paper. NASA places elements of the SPS concept in four categories: (1) the satellite power station; (2) ground receiving and distribution sites; (3) manufacturing, construction, and maintenance; and (4) space transportation. The NASA overview of these categories follows:

**Satellite Power Station**

This element encompasses the power conversion options being studied. In addition to the photovoltaic and thermal solar energy conversion options, contractor studies are being performed on nuclear energy conversion systems. Each conversion option uses a rather similar microwave power conversion and transmission system as part of the satellite power station.

**Ground Receiving and Distribution Site**

This element includes the receiving antenna for the microwave beam, the utility interface with the related electric ground distribution system, the safety system related to microwave exposure protection and to the safety of maintenance and service activities, and the maintenance and service system.
Manufacturing, Construction, and Maintenance Operations

This element includes ground and orbital operations and their respective systems that support the required manufacturing, construction, assembly, and maintenance activities. A special operations management activity ties together equipment and manned operations and transportation and logistics requirements.

Space Transportation

This element consists of five transportation systems necessary to provide operational satellite power systems: the heavy lift launch vehicle (HLLV), the personnel launch vehicle (PLV), the cargo orbital transfer vehicle (COTV) system, the personnel orbital transfer vehicle (POTV) system, and the local space transportation vehicle (LSTV) systems.

4.2 ISSUES RELATING TO GROUND RECEIVING AND DISTRIBUTION OF SPS ENERGY

The remainder of this section focuses on the economic and demographic consequences expected to result from operating a large number of 5-GW SPS rectennae in the U.S. The issues examined have been grouped for this discussion according to five topics: (1) siting (i.e., pre-deployment); (2) construction, operation and maintenance after deployment; (3) public acceptance of SPS; (4) affects on international migration of economic activity and population and; (5) other implications and problems.

Except for mention of the Earth-based take-off and landing facilities for space transportation, all of the issues addressed are directly related to terrestrial impacts of the rectennae. This is because the rectennae are the primary determinants of land needs and the subsequent displacement of population. Furthermore, the location of these receiving and distribution facilities will directly affect the economics of SPS electricity pricing which may in turn influence industry to move nearer to the power sources. These moves may foster either the centralization or decentralization of society.

4.2.1 Siting

To a large extent, any relocation of industry and population effected by SPS will depend on siting of the large microwave receiving and electric distribution facilities that are required for the envisioned 5-GW satellites. Using the existing U.S. standard for microwave radiation exposure, each elliptical rectenna would require approximately 132 km² of land.² Full deployment
of a 60 satellite (300-GW capacity) system would therefore require approximately 7900 km², or about 0.09% of the total U.S. land area devoted to rectenna sites.

Two preliminary siting studies indicate that the rectennae would need to be located in rural areas and one of these studies indicates that the rectennae may need to be clustered to optimize the avoidance of densely populated areas, with the availability of relatively cheap land and proximity to load centers or utility tie points.

Regardless of what secondary siting criteria are included, the primary need to diffuse microwave reception for safety means that rectenna sites will be located in rural areas and they may be clustered in presently underdeveloped regions. Hence, the costs for facilities to transport electricity from the rectenna sites to existing loads or the costs of relocating loads nearer the rectennae will have to be absorbed. All of the questions relating to SPS-effected relocations hinge on the trade-offs between these two basically different options. In this regard, there are two issues that need further study. First, what are the trade-offs between distributing the capital costs of transmission to the user through electricity rates (average cost pricing) or distributing these costs to society through taxes (marginal cost pricing)? Some other pricing options worthy of study include peak load and off-peak pricing. Second, what effect would implementation of these options have on the spatial distribution of industry and population?

The cost of transmitting SPS-generated electricity to industrial load centers is central to the concerns of this white paper. However, it may not be economically feasible to transmit the power over long distances from rural rectenna sites through the grid to existing manufacturing centers. If this is the case, the total cost of rectennae siting will include redistributing a portion of the load, conversion of existing land-uses, and construction of the rectenna consisting of land acquisition, preparation of the site, transport of materials, and assembly of the elements. An important policy question is whether the mere availability of SPS-generated electricity will provide sufficient incentive for firms to absorb the costs to move to regions containing SPS sites. Will there be some period of the day (year) in which it will pay to charge very little for SPS electricity to encourage its use? It should be noted that this is how the Bonneville Power Authority attracted aluminum manufacturing to the
Pacific Northwest. Some industry will undoubtedly find a way to use cheap power during troughs in conventional demand patterns. Nevertheless, it may also be necessary (especially if the costs of developing the system are to be outweighed by revenues in a reasonable amount of time) for the government to stimulate the use of SPS power through industrial relocation subsidies, tax incentives, loan guarantees, or other programs such as electric price discounts to initial users.* Regardless of what mechanisms are ultimately used, locational shifts of industry and population will undoubtedly depend upon how the capital costs of SPS power transmission and/or industrial relocation are distributed.

Before the consequences for industrial and population agglomeration can be studied seriously, scenarios that bound the costs associated with transmission and industrial location must be developed. Just as important, alternatives for the payment of these costs must be established as the basis for further study.

Another economic and demographic issue directly related to SPS rectennae siting is the effect on labor. The large rectenna size means that population will be displaced and that varying degrees of economic disruption and job dislocations will be realized at different sites that are selected. New jobs will be created by construction of the rectenna as well as construction of industries moving into the region to be near the power source. However, the extent to which local populations can assume the new jobs will depend upon the skills needed for the new activities and the size and skill mix of the indigenous labor pool. If significant numbers of the rectennae are sited in developed regions of the country, as suggested in the NASA study, the impact on population displacement may be substantial but the impacts of relocation may be minimal given the proximity of rectenna sites to loads. Conversely, if significant numbers of the rectennae are sited in undeveloped regions of the country as suggested by the Arthur D. Little (ADL) study, population displacement may be minimal but the impacts of relocation and economic development may be substantial. Study of the economic and demographic impacts from SPS requires

*It should be emphasized that current law (e.g., the Rural Development Act) and existing political structure of the country would prevent the implementation of any growth policy that would give economic advantages to develop new areas at the expense of encouraging dislocations from existing centers of economic activity. Given this legal and political atmosphere, the appropriateness and consequences of government incentives must be carefully examined before they can be seriously considered as policy suggestions.
serious evaluation of alternative siting patterns as decidedly different as those presented in the NASA and ADL studies.*

4.2.2 Deployment

Once a rectenna siting pattern has been established, its implementation will generate impacts during both the construction and operation phases of each project. This section focuses on those post-siting issues.

4.2.2.1 Rectenna Construction

Before construction actually begins on a rectenna, but after a particular site has been selected, some preliminary impacts can be expected from land speculation and limited population growth. These initial impacts reflect the anticipation of accelerated development and they will influence the availability and cost of land and labor which are primary factors affecting the subsequent attraction of industry. Any study of impacts from industrial and population relocation should examine these initial effects. However, to a certain extent, any such examinations must result in forecasts that are conjectural.

In the absence of any actual experience with SPS, the investigator must rely on scenarios about the future demand for and availability of electricity and the future levels of economic activity attracted to areas around the rectenna sites or regions in which they are to be located.

The impacts of population growth and economic development that would be directly related to construction of a 5-GW rectenna are somewhat easier to estimate. As discussed in Sec. 3, once the size of the primary work force and the time required to construct an energy facility are known, secondary growth can be estimated using employment multipliers. By estimating the household size for primary, secondary and other workers; multiplying workers by household size; and summing the estimates of total population for each year, a profile of demographic change can be developed for the entire construction period. This export-base approach, which is identical to the principles used in SEAM, is best suited to the study of SPS rectenna construction for several

*Other Societal Assessment white papers by Blackburn (Rice University), Donalek and Wysong (Harza Engineering), and Kotkin (Economic Consultants) consider different rectenna siting patterns. However, since these papers were being prepared at the same time this paper was in preparation, it has been impossible to consider their implications here.
reasons. First, Santini's findings, as indicated in the previous section, strongly support the use of export-base theory in projecting regional economic and demographic change. Second, actual sites have not been selected and, as explained in Sec. 3, demographic impact greatly depends on labor force availability which varies between regions. Use of an export-base approach could be used to show how demographic impact varies depending on alternative rectenna locations that might be selected. Third, regional shifts in energy production, total electric generating capacity (i.e., the availability of electricity) or other factors may well alter the spatial distribution of economic activity before SPS becomes operational. The export-base approach can deal with this uncertainty by employing different forecasts of future regional economics to gauge the range of demographic impacts from rectenna construction. Finally, and most important, since export-base modeling involves a straightforward multiplier approach, direct uses can be made of the rectenna siting work and construction labor force estimates that will be developed in other parts of the assessment process. In addition to these advantages, the export-base approach as operationalized in SEAM provides a foundation for the study of local service impacts resulting from population change due to rectenna construction.

4.2.2.2 Rectenna Operation

Several factors will influence the attraction of industry when the 5-GW rectenna sites become operational. Section 2 reviewed the primary and secondary factors affecting industrial location. Those factors considered primary in business location included: energy availability and costs; transportation availability and costs; raw materials availability and cost; the cost, availability, and productivity of labor; and market factors. This section relates each of these factors to operation of the proposed SPS.

A critical question concerning energy availability is, again, the location of the rectenna sites. Industries located in certain areas of the country may not be able to obtain their electric power needs by the year 2000, at any cost. For example, the long-term electric power situation for aluminum production (an electric-intense process), is uncertain in the Pacific Northwest. Based on the projected supply and demand for electric power in the region, the Bonneville Power Administration announced in 1976 that it could not renew its power contracts with the aluminum industry after the 1984-88 period when the
present contracts expire. Thus industries which are heavily dependent on electrical power for their productive capacity may relocate toward the rectenna sites.

Of key importance to industrial mobility spurred by energy is the price at which electricity is sold. There are several pricing strategies that can be applied to electrical energy. They include: average cost pricing, capacity-only pricing, peak and off-peak pricing, energy-only pricing, and marginal cost pricing. Average and marginal cost pricing are particularly important in considering industrial location incentives. In its simplest form, average cost pricing means that the price per kilowatt-hour (kWh) equals the total cost of generating the electricity divided by total output plus some predetermined fair rate of return. In terms of SPS, this would mean total annual operating costs plus design, development, test, and evaluation (DDT&E) costs plus construction costs divided by output. The ECON report on SPS costs indicates that for the photovoltaic concept, average costs are 35 mills/kWh. Marginal costs, on the other hand, are only the costs which occur in operating the system (extra cost per kWh). Hence, marginal cost pricing would set electric rates equal to marginal cost per kWh plus some fair rate of return. According to the ECON study, this results in an approximate price of 26.7 mills/kWh for the photovoltaic version of SPS. Thus, if marginal cost pricing is used, there would be a 24% decrease in electrical rates over average cost pricing. It can readily be seen that marginal cost pricing substantially lowers rates to the user and increases the likelihood that firms will relocate to the SPS rectenna-bearing regions.

The question of whether to price the outputs of regulated industries at marginal cost is not a new one. Hotelling and many other economists have explored the marginal cost pricing concept. Hotelling contends that marginal cost pricing results in a net benefit to society and others point out that marginal cost pricing would redistribute wealth. That is, development and construction costs must be paid by income taxes in order to provide the lower marginal cost price. Since income taxes are progressive, wealthier individuals would bear a greater burden of the development and construction costs while not receiving increased benefits through greater electrical consumption. The question of which pricing mechanism is used is central to industrial location and should be studied in depth.
Another price-related issue is pricing to create a market for SPS power. Since the availability of SPS electricity will be virtually uninterrupted, there will be incentives to marginal price output in order to assure a full market or load factor. The question of peak and off-peak pricing policy is also important to industrial location. To this point, we have stressed industrial energy requirements, but U.S. balance of payments problems are transportation (i.e., oil) related. Transportation demand is very uniform throughout the year (if not the day). Electric cars could store SPS energy in off-peak hours at low marginal cost and then operate on it during the day. It may also be possible to use SPS electricity to create hydrogen from water for hydrogen-powered vehicles. These alternatives have the desirability of leveling average daily transportation energy demand which can be further smoothed out by pricing to encourage storage. Hydrogen could also be generated and stored in tanks, like other liquid or gaseous fuels, when no other demand existed. The fuel could be sold out at a later date and could be priced to sell when tanks are full in a manner analogous to present-day oil storage. This form of storage could smooth out seasonal effects. The possibility also exists for storing fuel for space-powered vehicles.

Another electrical-energy-related issue is the distribution of SPS electricity through the national power grid. Many different strategies could be employed to distribute the power. These include: competitive bids (thus eliminating the marginal cost-pricing possibility); first-come, first-serve, on the basis of regional economic development plans set forth by the federal government and many others. The distribution of SPS outputs is critical to the location of industry.

As noted earlier, transportation costs and availability are considered by many theorists as the key factors influencing industrial location. Some industries that incur high transportation costs in moving their product may not be induced to relocate to a rectenna site regardless of the price of energy. Conventional (open hearth or basic oxygen furnace) steel production would fall into this category and any bulky material industry is likely to be precluded from relocation to cheap energy. For example, while fuel and electrical costs are 50-55% of the total production costs for Portland cement, transportability of the product will be the prime determinant of manufacturers' location.
Some industries must locate near sources of raw materials because of availability and cost considerations. One would not expect the mining industry to relocate toward a rectenna, although it may be expected that the smaller industries could move, despite their dependence on raw materials. This possibility is likely for the Texas rectenna sites indicated in the study by A.D. Little, Inc. The reason for this is that seabed ferroalloy mining smelters could be sited in Texas and, hence, the availability of raw materials would work in harmony with the availability of SPS energy.

Labor cost, availability, and productivity factors may constrain many industries from relocating toward rectenna sites since many of the suggested sites are rural. For example, the machine tool industry may not relocate based on the availability and/or cost of energy since it depends on highly specialized labor which is not found in suggested rectenna regions.

Markets are also prime determinants of industrial location. Firms strongly dependent on the maximization of profit and which locate in their market region probably will not relocate to sparsely populated rectenna-bearing regions.

Besides these primary factors, there are many secondary factors that affect industrial location. These factors include: topography, climate, and water availability, government policies (including subsidies, ownership, environmental laws and other legislation, and taxation), and personal considerations of corporate decision-makers.

Government policies are the most important of these secondary factors. By direct legislative action or by indirect pricing policies, the government can exert significant influence over industrial locations around the SPS rectennae. As mentioned above, the pricing policies that are established for SPS power will exert significant incentive or disincentive for relocation. The effect of these policies on industrial mobility should be explored in future work.

4.2.2.3 Location Options Available to Firms

Location options that facilitate industrial consumption of SPS generated electricity are somewhat limited. Present safety standards require the microwave beam to be diffused for Earth reception. The rectenna sites will therefore cover large areas of land, located away from population concentrations.
and, the outputs will either have to be transmitted back to urban/industrial load centers or a significant proportion of the load will have to relocate to areas within which SPS outputs can be transmitted economically.

As discussed in the previous section, the availability and cost of electricity are primary factors that will influence electrically intense industries to move toward rectenna sites. However, in lieu of relocation, firms may consider a range of options depending upon the availability and price of SPS electricity relative to other forms of electricity generation. Firms may decide to stay in their present locations and reduce their electric demand by lowering production, altering their manufacturing process(es) or diversifying their product line. Some firms may decide against relocation and develop their own generating facilities to supply a growing demand for electricity. Alternatively, firms may choose from a set of options mid-range between relocating and staying in their present locations. These mid-range options would include decisions to relocate only new facilities, relocation of electrically-intense processes with shipment of component products to assembly plants or, the payment of premium utility rates to cover the cost of transmission, thereby eliminating the need to move toward a rectenna site.

Future research dealing with the economic and demographic implications of SPS should examine the industry-specific sensitivity of firm mobility to the future availability and cost of electricity. An understanding of this sensitivity is critical to estimating movements of population (i.e., labor and dependents) that can be expected to follow.

4.2.2.4 Government Options to Stimulate Utilization of SPS Outputs

Business decisions are, to a large extent, influenced by government policies and it may be necessary for the federal government to develop incentives that initially stimulate the market for SPS outputs. Such inducements may include tax incentives, federal loan guarantees for new facilities developed within rectenna service areas, relocation subsidies or, grants-in-aid to industrial consortia that would relocate electrically-dependent and interrelated processes. As indicated above, current law and the existing U.S. political structure militate against policies that would provide economic advantages for the development of new areas at the expense of degenerating existing centers of economic activity. Again, we emphasize that any federal incentives to stimulate the use of SPS outputs must be carefully examined before they can be suggested for policy.
Although it is unlikely that SPS would provide additional generating capacity significantly in excess of long-run demand, government incentives may be needed to stimulate initial relocations of industry. Deployment of such incentives could serve as catalysts to redistribute population and benefit long range national and regional development goals. Future research should therefore assess the sensitivity of industrial moves to government incentives that might effect the utilization of SPS outputs. It should also be mentioned that government policies and incentives could be applied to retard or direct growth that either exceeds the generating capacity added by SPS or outstrips the impact assimilating capacity of the region. The research on industrial moves and government incentives should also consider what public policies could be applied with what effect to restrain unwanted growth.

4.3 PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

Many factors will influence public opinion about SPS. Prominent among these factors are: (1) the availability of electricity in the 21st century, (2) the cost of an operational system and its effect on taxes and/or electric utility rates, (3) the price of alternative fuels, (4) the vulnerability of the system to sabotage, (5) the technological state of society, and (6) the world political situation. These and the many other issues affecting public acceptance are indeed complex and they are addressed more fully in other Societal Assessment white papers.** As a complement to these discussions, this section has a more narrow focus. Here we shall concentrate on the effects that rectenna siting may have on public acceptance of industrial and population relocation. The major implications examined, albeit briefly, are: (1) displacement of population from large areas of land for rectenna sites, (2) potential "boom" development of rectenna construction communities, and (3) the geographic concentration of economy and society in rectenna-bearing regions.

---

*NASA estimates that SPS could be providing 20% of total U.S. electrical capacity by 2025.1

**See Public Acceptance of the Satellite Power System by A. Bachrach (Environmental Resources Group) and Impact of Centralization/Decentralization on a Satellite Power System by J. Naisbitt (Center for Policy Process).
4.3.1 Displacement of Population from Rectenna Sites

As indicated earlier, the U.S. standards for human exposure to microwave radiation dictates that the 5-GW SPS rectenna sites will consume large amounts of land and hence they will probably be located in undeveloped regions on relatively cheap land. Nevertheless, there are important implications for the displacement of population and the conversion of existing economic activity that must be considered. As an example of the level of population displacement impact that might be expected, a rough calculation was made using sites approximated from a preliminary study by Arthur D. Little, Inc. Using 1970 population data for counties estimated as locations for each of the four sites in western South Dakota and the four sites in southeastern Nevada, it was estimated that roughly 1800 persons would need to be relocated if rectenna construction were to begin immediately.*

Given the crude assumptions employed in this calculation, it is more realistic to estimate that the total population displaced among these sites would range between 1050-2000 persons.** While this is not a large number relative to the 40-GW equivalent of electric generating capacity that would be developed, public opinion may be more influenced by the displacement of economic activity than by the displacement of population in extremely rural areas such as these. For example, how will the contributions made by these counties to the state or regional economies be affected by the rectenna site? Regardless of whether economic displacement would, in this case, be greater in South Dakota than in Nevada or vice versa, displacements of the prevailing economic activity will undoubtedly affect public acceptance of rectenna sites in general.

*For the purposes of this calculation, the following counties were used as proxies for sites shown in a briefing document furnished 21 June 1978 by Arthur D. Little, Inc.: Nevada—Lincoln (2 sites), Nye and Clark Counties; South Dakota—Pennington (2 sites), Haakon and Jackson Counties. After subtracting the areas and populations for Las Vegas from Clark County, Nevada and Rapid City from Pennington County, South Dakota, the nonurban population was assumed to be uniformly distributed over each county. The number of persons displaced by an elliptical rectenna requiring $132 \text{ km}^2 (\approx 51.0 \text{ mi}^2)$ was then calculated.

**This range is approximately two standard deviations on either side of the mean number of persons displaced by the eight sites in the six county areas considered. Since this estimate is based on 1970 data, we feel it is conservative and that it may substantially underestimate the actual level of population displacement that would result in the early part of the next century.
and these economic impacts will be particularly crucial to the public acceptance of SPS in rural areas.

By contrast, the displacement of population will be potentially more important in the formulation of public opinion about rectenna sites in the more metropolitan regions such as those indicated for Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri and northern California. This is because relatively greater numbers of people would be displaced and there would be a potentially larger base of opposition. Related to this issue of population displacement in more urban regions is the disruption of local service economies which may have to be relocated to the periphery of proposed rectenna sites. This disruption of economic activity is intimately related to population displacements and both factors will affect public acceptance of rectenna sites in urbanized regions.

4.3.2 Boom Development from Rectenna Construction

Much has already been written about the impacts of rapid growth from energy boom developments and much of the understanding about these problems can be extrapolated to the construction of SPS rectenna facilities. Since each rectenna would contain on the order of dipole receiving elements that would have to be assembled, anchored and connected electronically, a large construction force will probably be needed at each site in order to achieve the schedule envisioned for implementing two 5-GW systems per year. The economic, demographic and sociocultural consequences of this activity will affect public acceptance of rectenna sites. Furthermore, opinions formed on the basis of experience with these construction impacts can be expected to flow over into public acceptance of the entire SPS concept.

In order to understand the intensity of public reaction to rectenna construction, it is first necessary to determine the size of the primary construction force and the time required for completion of a project. This information can be used to estimate the intensity of the construction impact at any given site using the SEAM methodology described in Sec. 3. Based on these estimates, preliminary assessments can be made of the public acceptance of SPS.
4.3.3 **The Centralization of Society**

Public acceptance may also be influenced by the effect that SPS has on the centralization of society. One of the other Societal Assessment white papers addresses the centralization issue as it has been broadly discussed with reference to large electric generating systems.* This discussion complements that treatment of the more traditional centralization issues, but consideration here is limited to the geographic concentration of economic activity and population.

At this preliminary stage, it would appear to these writers that SPS will not revolutionize society to a more centralized state. Nor do we presently feel that SPS will even hasten the centralization of economic activity in the U.S. In fact, the opposite effect may be a more realistic expectation. Given the need to locate rectenna sites in rural areas, SPS may serve as a catalyst to decentralize the U.S. economy and society from its present state.

SPS may have a decentralizing effect on American society for two reasons. First, the greatest impetus to move to rectenna-bearing regions would be among electricity-dependent industries which tend to be more capital intensive than they are labor intensive. Although there would be some immediate shift of investment from existing urban/industrial centers to newly developing regions containing rectenna sites, the shift of jobs and population would be slower to evolve and the existing spatial distribution of society would remain largely unchanged. If this is an accurate picture of what may happen, SPS may be credited as exerting more of a decentralizing than centralizing force on American society. Second, by the time that SPS becomes operational, the economics of transmitting electricity may change to the extent that power can be shipped long distances back to existing urban/industrial load centers. If this becomes the case, any movements to rural rectenna-bearing regions would be counter to the trend of centralization that would continue if SPS electricity were to be transmitted to existing loads.

*The white paper entitled *Impact of Centralization/Decentralization on a Satellite Power System* by J. Naisbitt deals with the more fundamental centralization issues surrounding large electric generating systems such as nuclear power. That discussion includes consideration of government involvement in system development and regulation, the concentration of decision-making in the electric utilities and financial institutions, and the influence of public involvement in electric system planning.*
Regardless of whether SPS exerts a centralizing or decentralizing force on American society, public opinion about rectenna siting will undoubtedly be affected by perceptions of spatial redistributions in economic activity. However, before this aspect of the siting issue can be considered, it is first necessary to examine how the distribution of economic activity and society may be affected by SPS. Public acceptance of these consequences should be a topic for later investigation.

4.4 INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY

At this stage it is virtually impossible to anticipate what consequences the siting of SPS rectenna might have for international relocations of economic activity and population. Like the issue of public opinion about domestic relocations, this one must also await the development of information about rectenna siting. But in addition, the study of international relocations must also await further definition of the SPS concept, the development of foreign affairs and evolution of the world economy. All of these will require the passage of time. Since international relocation is clearly a topic that will gain importance as the evaluation of SPS proceeds, it would be best to wait until the initial assessments of domestic relocation impacts are available. This understanding can then be applied to the international realm.

There are, however, several questions that need to be answered in the short term to provide the building blocks for future assessments of international moves that may occur subsequent to rectenna siting. What is the prospect that rectennae would be sited outside the U.S. and in what countries or regions of the world might they be located? How might the future availability and cost of electricity affect international movements of industry by the time SPS become operational? How might the world economic situation (i.e., U.S. balance of payments, foreign money markets, corporate investment strategies, etc.) influence industrial attractions to rectenna sites and/or decisions to invest in SPS? These are complex questions and they are beyond the scope of initial assessments that are needed on economic/demographic relocations. However, they should be considered in the international portion of the initial societal assessment effort.
4.5 OTHER PROBLEMS AND IMPLICATIONS

In addition to the issues discussed thus far, SPS may also affect other movements of industry and population. These other effects would include relocations caused by expansions of (1) the aerospace and solar technology industries, (2) other industries contributing to SPS deployment and, (3) siting of the Heavy Launch Vehicle (HLV) facility. While "spin-off" impacts such as these could be expected from any large-scale program, they may be especially important in an effort as large as SPS. Implementation of the present concept would cause sizeable shifts of the nation's manpower in terms of both occupational structure and spatial location. These shifts could have important consequences for the metropolitan areas of Boston, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, Seattle and other centers of aerospace activity. The primary stimulus of SPS jobs, combined with attractions of related export-base industries and secondary economic activity, would generate growth and socio-economic impact.

Since these relocation effects must be planned for in the future, they should be examined as part of the societal assessment. However, we would emphasize that these relocations are substantially easier to assess than the effects that rectennae siting may have on industrial and population relocations since precedent exists for assessing aerospace impact. Since it is more difficult to assess the economic and demographic impacts of rectennae siting, it is also necessary to initiate research on this subject early in order to develop the complete analysis which is essential. The "critical path" requires starting on the more difficult part of the needed research first.
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5 FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS

Future research needs can be divided into initial short-term assessments and long-term research. Short-term assessments are first needed to build an arsenal of tools and understanding that can serve as a foundation for the more refined assessments that will be needed later as evaluation of the SPS concept proceeds. Long-term research should be aimed at developing accurate predictions of the future economic and demographic relocations that may result from the siting of SPS rectennae.

5.1 SHORT-TERM

Before investigators can seriously tackle the larger question of how SPS will contribute to the centralization or decentralization of society, a foundation of tools and information is needed to build upon. The short-term assessments identified in this section are recommended as efforts that should be supported in FY 1979 as prerequisites to the more detailed studies that will be needed in FY 1980 and beyond. These assessments focus on four of the most important economic/demographic issues that have been raised in this white paper. All of these assessments relate to the fundamental question of rectenna siting and they would specifically focus on four concerns: the maximization of economic and demographic benefit, the relationship between electricity prices and industrial moves, potential socioeconomic impact, and the future locational responsiveness of industry based on the projected availability and cost of electricity. These short-term assessments can be summarized more fully as follows:

- Rectenna siting assessment (two possible approaches)
  - Search for sites (i.e., counties) to maximize economic/demographic benefits.
  - Evaluate the economic/demographic viability of sites identified by others.
- Assess the expected effects of marginal and average cost pricing on industrial moves to rectenna-bearing regions. This assessment would include some sensitivity analysis.
- Ex ante assessment of economic/demographic impact of rectenna siting. This assessment would examine the following phases of development:
- Rectenna construction and secondary growth.
- Initial industrial relocation and secondary growth.
- Attraction of related industrial economic activity and their secondary effects.

* Assess the responsiveness of industry to relocate facilities based on the availability and cost of electric power. This assessment would include:

- Identification of electric intensive industries and processes.
- Consideration of projected regional generating capacities that may influence future shifts in the spatial location of industry.
- Price comparisons of SPS electricity with other forms of generation.
- Identification of industry-specific resource needs and other incentives that may influence relocation decisions such as water availability; transportation or labor requirements; market locations; and government policies at the local, state and federal levels.

Assess the legal and political implications of government incentives that may be considered to stimulate the use of SPS outputs through encouraging industrial relocations. This assessment would include:

- Identification and review of laws governing the economic development of new areas.
- Consideration of issues identified in other Societal Assessment white papers that would affect the implementation of government incentives (e.g., finance/management, public acceptance, and centralization/decentralization).
- Consideration of the impact that the implementation of such incentives may have on existing policy goals (e.g., urban redevelopment).

These short-term assessments will require information about the industrial markets that SPS can be expected to serve. Anticipation of these markets is essential to the development of economic and population projections using the export-base approach advocated in earlier portions of this paper. It should not be inferred that the concern for markets implies either advocacy for or a promotional view toward SPS.
5.2 LONG-TERM

Based on the tools and understanding developed in the short-term assessments, long-term research should examine the question of whether SPS deployment will contribute to the centralization or decentralization of economic activity and society. Resolution of this issue and the ability to accurately predict the future sociodemographic consequences of SPS will require basic research on the following topics in FY 1980 and beyond:

- Radial effects of industrial location as consequences of future electric transmission efficiency and the cost of SPS energy to the user.
- The proportion and composition of economic activity that can be expected to relocate subsequent to rectenna siting.
- The economic and demographic consequences of redistributing capital investments due to SPS deployment.
- How public opinion about rectenna siting and attendant sociodemographic impacts may affect any of the above.
- International movements of economic activity and population that may be affected by rectenna siting.
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